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(54) AIR CONDITIONER

(57) Disclosed is air conditioner operable even in a
low cooling or heating load. The air conditioner includes
a compressor (110) for compressing refrigerant, a main
outdoor heat exchanger (131) installed in an outdoor
space, to perform heat exchange between outdoor air
and refrigerant, an indoor heat exchanger (120) installed
in an indoor space, to perform heat exchange between
indoor air and refrigerant, a switching unit (190) for guid-
ing the refrigerant discharged from the compressor to the

main outdoor heat exchanger in a cooling mode while
and for guiding the refrigerant discharged from the com-
pressor to the indoor heat exchanger in a heating mode,
and a sub outdoor heat exchanger (132) connected, at
one end thereof, between the main outdoor heat ex-
changer and the indoor heat exchanger while and being
connected, at the other end thereof, between the switch-
ing unit and the indoor heat exchanger, to perform heat
exchange between outdoor air and refrigerant.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an air condi-
tioner, and more particularly to an air conditioner opera-
ble even in a low cooling or heating load.
[0002] Generally, an air conditioner is an apparatus for
cooling or heating an indoor space, using a refrigeration
cycle including a compressor, an outdoor heat exchang-
er, an expansion valve, and an indoor heat exchanger.
That is, such an air conditioner may include a cooler for
cooling an indoor space, and a heater for heating an in-
door space. Alternatively, such an air conditioner may be
a cooling and heating air conditioner having a function
of cooling or heating an indoor space.
[0003] When such an air conditioner is a cooling and
heating air conditioner, the air conditioner includes a
switching unit for switching a flow path of a refrigerant
compressed by a compressor in accordance with cooling
and heating modes. That is, in a cooling mode, the re-
frigerant compressed by the compressor is fed to an out-
door heat exchanger after passing through the switching
unit. In this case, the outdoor heat exchanger functions
as a condenser. The refrigerant, which is condensed in
the outdoor heat exchanger, is introduced into an indoor
heat exchanger after being expanded by an expansion
valve. In this case, the indoor heat exchanger functions
as an evaporator. The refrigerant, which is evaporated
in the indoor heat exchanger, is introduced into the com-
pressor after again passing through the switching unit.
[0004] Meanwhile, in a heating mode, the refrigerant
compressed by the compressor is fed to the indoor heat
exchanger after passing through the switching unit. In
this case, the indoor heat exchanger functions as a con-
denser. The refrigerant, which is condensed in the indoor
heat exchanger, is introduced into an outdoor heat ex-
changer after being expanded by the expansion valve.
In this case, the outdoor heat exchanger functions as an
evaporator. The refrigerant, which is evaporated in the
outdoor heat exchanger, is introduced into the compres-
sor after again passing through the switching unit.
[0005] As such an air conditioner, an inverter type com-
pressor, which varies in operation speed in accordance
with a cooling or heating load. However, when the cooling
or heating load is as low as a level lower than a load, for
which a minimum operation speed of the compressor is
required, operation of the air conditioner may be stopped
and, as such, the user may be unpleased.
[0006] Therefore, the present invention has been
made in view of the above problems, and it is an object
of the present invention to provide an air conditioner op-
erable even in a low cooling or heating load.
[0007] It is another object of the present invention to
provide an air conditioner capable of achieving mainte-
nance of a stable cycle even in a low-load mode.
[0008] Objects of the present invention are not limited
to the above-described objects, and other objects of the
present invention not yet described will be more clearly
understood by those skilled in the art from the following

detailed description.
[0009] The objects of the present invention are
achieved by the features defined in the independent
claim. Preferred embodiments are defined in the depend-
ent claims.
[0010] In accordance with an aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided an air conditioner including a
compressor for compressing refrigerant, a main outdoor
heat exchanger installed in an outdoor space, to perform
heat exchange between outdoor air and refrigerant, an
indoor heat exchanger installed in an indoor space, to
perform heat exchange between indoor air and refriger-
ant, a switching unit for guiding the refrigerant discharged
from the compressor to the main outdoor heat exchanger
in a cooling mode and for guiding the refrigerant dis-
charged from the compressor to the indoor heat exchang-
er in a heating mode, and a sub outdoor heat exchanger
connected, at one end thereof, between the main outdoor
heat exchanger and the indoor heat exchanger and con-
nected, at the other end thereof, between the switching
unit and the indoor heat exchanger, to perform heat ex-
change between outdoor air and refrigerant.
[0011] The air conditioner may further comprise, a liq-
uid line for connecting the main outdoor heat exchanger
and the indoor heat exchanger, a liquid branch line
branched from the liquid line, and connected to the sub
outdoor heat exchanger, a first gas line for connecting
the indoor heat exchanger and the switching unit, a first
bypass line branched from the first gas line, and connect-
ed to the sub outdoor heat exchanger, and a first bypass
valve provided at the first bypass line, to adjust flow of
refrigerant.
[0012] The first bypass valve may be opened in a low-
load cooling mode, a kind of the cooling mode for a low
cooling load, and the first bypass valve may be opened
in a low-load heating mode, a kind of the heating mode
for a low heating load.
[0013] The other end of the sub outdoor heat exchang-
er may be connected between the switching unit and the
main outdoor heat exchanger.
[0014] The air conditioner may further comprise, a sec-
ond gas line for connecting the main outdoor heat ex-
changer and the switching unit, a second bypass line
branched from the second gas line, and connected to the
sub outdoor heat exchanger, and a second bypass valve
provided at the second bypass line, to adjust flow of re-
frigerant.
[0015] The second bypass valve may be opened in a
high-load cooling mode, a kind of the cooling mode for a
high cooling load, and the second bypass valve may be
opened in a high-load heating mode, a kind of the heating
mode for a high heating load.
[0016] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, the above and other objects can be
accomplished by the provision of an air conditioner in-
cluding a compressor for compressing refrigerant, a main
outdoor heat exchanger installed in an outdoor space,
for condensing refrigerant in a cooling mode and for evap-
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orating refrigerant in a heating mode, an indoor heat ex-
changer installed in an indoor space, for evaporate re-
frigerant in the cooling mode and for condensing refrig-
erant in the heating mode, a switching unit for guiding
the refrigerant discharged from the compressor to the
main outdoor heat exchanger in the cooling mode and
for guiding the refrigerant discharged from the compres-
sor to the indoor heat exchanger in the heating mode,
and a sub outdoor heat exchanger for evaporating a por-
tion of refrigerant condensed in the main outdoor heat
exchanger in a low-load cooling mode and for condens-
ing a portion of the refrigerant discharged from the com-
pressor in a low-load heating mode.
[0017] In the low-load cooling mode, the refrigerant
evaporated in the sub outdoor heat exchanger may be
joined with the refrigerant evaporated in the indoor heat
exchanger. And in the low-load heating mode, the refrig-
erant condensed in the sub outdoor heat exchanger may
be joined with the refrigerant condensed in the indoor
heat exchanger.
[0018] The sub outdoor heat exchanger may condense
a portion of the refrigerant discharged from the compres-
sor in a high-load cooling mode, a kind of the cooling
mode for a high cooling load, and evaporate a portion of
the refrigerant condensed in the indoor heat exchanger
in a high-load heating mode, a kind of the heating mode
for a high heating load.
[0019] In the high-load cooling mode, the refrigerant
condensed in the sub outdoor heat exchanger may be
joined with the refrigerant condensed in the main outdoor
heat exchanger. And in the high-load heating mode, the
refrigerant evaporated in the sub outdoor heat exchanger
may be joined with the refrigerant evaporated in the main
outdoor heat exchanger.
[0020] The air conditioner may further comprise, a liq-
uid line for connecting the main outdoor heat exchanger
and the indoor heat exchanger, a liquid branch line
branched from the liquid line and connected to the sub
outdoor heat exchanger, a first gas line for connecting
the indoor heat exchanger and the switching unit, a first
bypass line branched from the first gas line, and connect-
ed to the sub outdoor heat exchanger, and a first bypass
valve provided at the first bypass line, to adjust flow of
refrigerant.
[0021] The air conditioner may further comprise, a sec-
ond gas line for connecting the main outdoor heat ex-
changer and the switching unit, a second bypass line
branched from the second gas line and connected to the
sub outdoor heat exchanger, and a second bypass valve
provided at the second bypass line, to adjust flow of re-
frigerant.
[0022] Detailed matters of other embodiments may be
apparent from the following description and the accom-
panying drawings.
[0023] The above and other objects, features and other
advantages of the present invention will be more clearly
understood from the following detailed description taken
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a configuration of an
air conditioner according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the air condi-
tioner according to the illustrated embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating flow of refrigerant in
a general cooling mode in the air condition according
to the illustrated embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating flow of refrigerant in
a low-load cooling mode in the air conditioner ac-
cording to the illustrated embodiment;
FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating flow of refrigerant in
a high-load cooling mode in the air conditioner ac-
cording to the illustrated embodiment;
FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating flow of refrigerant in
a general heating mode in the air condition according
to the illustrated embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating flow of refrigerant in
a low-load heating mode in the air conditioner ac-
cording to the illustrated embodiment; and
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating flow of refrigerant in
a high-load heating mode in the air condition accord-
ing to the illustrated embodiment of the present in-
vention.

[0024] Reference will now be made in detail to embod-
iments, examples of which are illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings. However, the present disclosure may
be embodied in many different forms and should not be
construed as limited to the embodiments set forth herein.
Rather, these embodiments are provided so that this dis-
closure will be thorough and complete, and will fully con-
vey the scope of the disclosure to those skilled in the art.
The present disclosure is defined only by the categories
of the claims. Wherever possible, the same reference
numbers will be used throughout the drawings to refer to
the same or like parts.
[0025] Hereinafter, the present invention will be de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying drawings ex-
plaining air conditioners according to embodiments of
the present invention.
[0026] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
of an air conditioner according to an embodiment of the
present invention. FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating
the air conditioner according to the illustrated embodi-
ment of the present invention.
[0027] The air conditioner according to the illustrated
embodiment of the present invention includes a compres-
sor 110 for compressing refrigerant, a main outdoor heat
exchanger 131 installed in an outdoor space, to perform
heat exchange between outdoor air and refrigerant, and
an indoor heat exchanger 120 installed in an indoor
space, to perform heat exchange between indoor air and
refrigerant. The air conditioner further includes a switch-
ing unit 190 for guiding the refrigerant discharged from
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the compressor 110 to the main outdoor heat exchanger
131 in a cooling mode while guiding the refrigerant dis-
charged from the compressor 110 to the indoor heat ex-
changer 120 in a heating mode, and a sub outdoor heat
exchanger 132 connected, at one end thereof, between
the main outdoor heat exchanger 131 and the indoor heat
exchanger 120 while being connected, at the other end
thereof, between the switching unit 190 and the indoor
heat exchanger 120, to perform heat exchange between
outdoor air and refrigerant.
[0028] The compressor 110 compresses low-temper-
ature and low-pressure refrigerant introduced thereinto
into high-temperature and high-pressure refrigerant. Var-
ious structures may be applied to the compressor 110.
The compressor 110 may be a reciprocating compressor
using a cylinder and a piston or a scroll compressor using
an orbiting scroll and a fixed scroll. In the illustrated em-
bodiment, the compressor 110 is a scroll compressor. A
plurality of compressors 110 may be provided.
[0029] In the cooling mode, refrigerant evaporated in
the indoor heat exchanger 120 is introduced into the com-
pressor 110. In the heating mode, refrigerant evaporated
in the main outdoor heat exchanger 131 is introduced
into the compressor 110.
[0030] In the illustrated embodiment, the cooling mode
is an operation mode for expanding refrigerant in the in-
door heat exchanger 120, to cool indoor air. The heating
mode is an operation mode for condensing refrigerant in
the indoor heat exchanger 120, to heat indoor air. The
cooling mode is classified into a general cooling mode,
a low-load cooling mode for a low cooling load, and a
high-load cooling mode for a high cooling load. The heat-
ing mode is classified into a general heating mode, a low-
load heating mode for a low heating load, and a high-
load heating mode for a high heating load.
[0031] The cooling or heating load is a requested cool-
ing or heating level. Generally, the cooling or heating load
is determined based on a difference between an indoor
temperature and a set temperature. When the set tem-
perature is excessively lower than the indoor temperature
in the cooling mode, the cooling load is determined as a
high load. When the difference between the indoor tem-
perature and the set temperature is small in the cooling
mode, the cooling load is determined as a low load. On
the other hand, when the set temperature is excessively
higher than the indoor temperature in the heating mode,
the heating load is determined as a high load. When the
difference between the indoor temperature and the set
temperature in the heating mode is small, the heating
load is determined as a low load.
[0032] A gas-liquid separator 160 is provided to sepa-
rate gas-phase refrigerant and liquid-phase refrigerant
from refrigerant introduced from the compressor 110.
The gas-liquid separator 160 is connected between the
compressor 110 and the switching unit 190. The gas-
liquid separator 160 separates gas-phase refrigerant and
liquid-phase refrigerant from refrigerant evaporated in
the indoor heat exchanger 120, main outdoor heat ex-

changer 131 and/or sub outdoor heat exchanger 132.
The gas-phase refrigerant separated by the gas-liquid
separator 160 is introduced into the compressor 110.
[0033] The switching unit 190 is a path switching valve
for switching between cooling and heating. In the cooling
mode, the switching unit 190 guides refrigerant to the
main outdoor heat exchanger 131. In the heating mode,
the switching unit 190 guides refrigerant to the indoor
heat exchanger 120. The switching unit 190 is connected
to the compressor 110, the gas-liquid separator 160, a
first gas line 172, and a second gas line 173.
[0034] In the cooling mode, the switching unit 190 con-
nects the compressor 110 to the second gas line 173
while connecting the gas-liquid separator 160 to the first
gas line 172. In the heating mode, the switching unit 190
connects the compressor 110 to the first gas line 172
while connecting the gas-liquid separator 160 to the sec-
ond gas line 173.
[0035] The switching unit 190 may be implemented us-
ing various modules capable of connecting different
paths. In the illustrated embodiment, the switching unit
190 is constituted by a 4-way valve for path switching.
Of course, the switching unit 190 may be implemented
using a combination of two 3-way valves, various other
valves, or a combination thereof.
[0036] The indoor heat exchanger 120 is installed in
the indoor space, to perform heat exchange between in-
door air and refrigerant. The indoor heat exchanger 120
evaporates refrigerant in the cooling mode while con-
densing refrigerant in the heating mode.
[0037] The indoor heat exchanger 120 is connected to
the switching unit 190 via the first gas line 172 while being
connected to an indoor expansion valve 140. In the cool-
ing mode, refrigerant expanded by the indoor expansion
valve 140 is introduced into the indoor heat exchanger
120, and is fed to the switching unit 190 via the first gas
line 172 after being evaporated in the indoor heat ex-
changer 120. In the heating mode, refrigerant emerging
from the switching unit 190 after being compressed in
the compressor 110 is introduced into the indoor heat
exchanger 120 via the first gas line 172, and is then fed
to the indoor expansion valve 140 after being condensed
in the indoor heat exchanger 120.
[0038] In the cooling mode, opening degree of the in-
door expansion valve 140 is adjusted, and refrigerant is
expanded through adjustment of opening degree. On the
other hand, in the heating mode, the indoor expansion
valve 140 is completely opened to allow refrigerant to
pass therethrough. The indoor expansion valve 140 is
connected to the indoor heat exchanger 120 and a liquid
line 171.
[0039] In the cooling mode, the indoor expansion valve
140 expands refrigerant fed to the indoor heat exchanger
120 via the liquid line 171. In the heating mode, the indoor
expansion valve 140 guides refrigerant introduced from
the indoor heat exchanger 120 to the liquid line 171.
[0040] The main outdoor heat exchanger 131 is in-
stalled in the outdoor space, to perform heat exchange
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between outdoor air and refrigerant. The main outdoor
heat exchanger 131 condenses refrigerant in the cooling
mode while evaporating refrigerant in the heating mode.
[0041] The main outdoor heat exchanger 131 is con-
nected to the second gas line 173 via the switching unit
190 while being connected to an outdoor expansion valve
150. In the cooling mode, refrigerant emerging from the
switching unit 190 after being compressed in the com-
pressor 110 is introduced into the main outdoor heat ex-
changer 131 via the second gas line 173, and is then fed
to the outdoor expansion valve 150 after being con-
densed in the main outdoor heat exchanger 131. In the
heating mode, refrigerant expanded by the outdoor ex-
pansion valve 150 is introduced into the main outdoor
heat exchanger 131, and is then fed to the switching unit
190 via the second gas line 173 after being evaporated
in the main outdoor heat exchanger 131.
[0042] In the cooling mode, the outdoor expansion
valve 150 is completely opened to allow refrigerant to
pass therethrough. On the other hand, in the heating
mode, opening degree of the outdoor expansion valve
150 is adjusted, and refrigerant is expanded through ad-
justment of opening degree. The outdoor expansion
valve 150 is connected to the main outdoor heat exchang-
er 131 and the liquid line 171.
[0043] In the cooling mode, the outdoor expansion
valve 150 guides refrigerant emerging from the main out-
door heat exchanger 131 to the liquid line 171. In the
heating mode, the outdoor expansion valve 150 expands
refrigerant flowing toward the main outdoor heat ex-
changer 131 via the liquid line 171.
[0044] The sub outdoor heat exchanger 132 is installed
in the outdoor space in accordance with a load, to perform
heat exchange between outdoor air and refrigerant. The
sub outdoor heat exchanger 132 is connected to a liquid
branch line 176, a first bypass line 174, and a second
bypass line 175. The sub outdoor heat exchanger 132 is
connected, at one end thereof, between the main outdoor
heat exchanger 131 and the indoor heat exchanger 120
while being connected, at the other end thereof, between
the switching unit 190 and the indoor heat exchanger
120. In addition, the other end of the sub outdoor heat
exchanger 132 is connected between the switching unit
190 and the main outdoor heat exchanger 131.
[0045] In the general cooling mode or general heating
mode, the sub outdoor heat exchanger 132 does not op-
erate and, as such, does not perform heat exchange be-
tween outdoor air and refrigerant. In the low-load cooling
mode or high-load heating mode, the sub outdoor heat
exchanger 132 evaporates refrigerant. In the low-load
heating mode or high-load cooling mode, the sub outdoor
heat exchanger 132 condenses refrigerant.
[0046] In the low-load cooling mode, a portion of re-
frigerant introduced into the liquid line 171 via the outdoor
expansion valve 150 after being condensed in the main
outdoor heat exchanger 131 is introduced into the sub
outdoor heat exchanger 132 via the liquid branch line
176, and is then evaporated in the sub outdoor heat ex-

changer 132. The evaporated refrigerant is joined with
refrigerant evaporated by the indoor heat exchanger 120
via the first bypass line 174, and is then fed to the switch-
ing unit 190.
[0047] In the high-load cooling mode, a portion of re-
frigerant introduced into the second gas line 173 via the
switching unit 190 after being compressed in the com-
pressor 110 is introduced into the sub outdoor heat ex-
changer 132 via the second bypass line 175, and is then
condensed in the sub outdoor heat exchanger 132. The
condensed refrigerant is joined with refrigerant con-
densed in the main outdoor heat exchanger 131 via the
liquid branch line 176, and is then fed to the liquid line 171.
[0048] In the low-load heating mode, a portion of re-
frigerant introduced into the first gas line 172 via the
switching unit 190 after being compressed in the com-
pressor 110 is introduced into the sub outdoor heat ex-
changer 132 via the first bypass line 174, and is then
condensed in the sub outdoor heat exchanger 132. The
condensed refrigerant is joined with refrigerant con-
densed in the indoor heat exchanger 120 via the liquid
branch line 176, and is then fed to the liquid line 171.
[0049] In the high-load heating mode, a portion of re-
frigerant introduced into the liquid line 171 via the indoor
expansion valve 140 after being condensed in the indoor
heat exchanger 120 is introduced into the sub outdoor
heat exchanger 132 via the liquid branch line 176, and
is then evaporated in the sub outdoor heat exchanger
132. The evaporated refrigerant is joined with refrigerant
evaporated in the main outdoor heat exchanger 131 via
the second bypass line 175 and, is then fed to the switch-
ing unit 190.
[0050] The liquid line 171 is connected to the outdoor
expansion valve 150 and indoor expansion valve 140, to
connect the main outdoor heat exchanger 131 and indoor
heat exchanger 120. The liquid branch line 176 is
branched from the liquid line 171, and is connected to
the sub outdoor heat exchanger 132. A capillary tube 178
to expand refrigerant is provided at the liquid branch line
176. The capillary tube 178 expands refrigerant dis-
charged from the sub outdoor heat exchanger 132 or
expands refrigerant introduced into the sub outdoor heat
exchanger 132. In an embodiment, the capillary tube 178
may be replaced by an expansion valve.
[0051] The first gas line 172 connects the indoor heat
exchanger 120 and switching unit 190. The first bypass
line 174 is branched from the first gas line 172, and is
connected to the sub outdoor heat exchanger 132. A first
bypass valve 177 to adjust flow of refrigerant is provided
at the first bypass line 174. The first bypass valve 177 is
closed in the general cooling mode, high-load cooling
mode, general heating mode and high-load heating
mode, and is opened in the low-load cooling mode and
low-load heating mode.
[0052] The second gas line 173 connects the main out-
door heat exchanger 131 and switching unit 190. The
second bypass line 175 is branched from the second gas
line 173, and is connected to the sub outdoor heat ex-
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changer 132. A second bypass valve 179 to adjust flow
of refrigerant is provided at the second bypass line 175.
The second bypass valve 179 is closed in the general
cooling mode, low-load cooling mode, general heating
mode and low-load heating mode, and is opened in the
high-load cooling mode and high-load heating mode.
[0053] An outdoor unit fan 180 is provided to cause
outdoor air to flow such that the main outdoor heat ex-
changer 131 and/or sub outdoor heat exchanger 132 ex-
changes heat with outdoor air. The outdoor unit fan 180
is arranged at the side of the main outdoor heat exchang-
er 131 in order to cause outdoor air to flow to the main
outdoor heat exchanger 131 after passing around the
sub outdoor heat exchanger 132, and then to be dis-
charged through the outdoor unit fan 180. In the illustrat-
ed embodiment, the sub outdoor heat exchanger 132 is
arranged beneath the main outdoor heat exchanger 131,
and the outdoor unit fan 180 is arranged over the main
outdoor heat exchanger 131. The sub outdoor heat ex-
changer 132 is arranged upstream of the main outdoor
heat exchanger 131 in a flow direction of outdoor air.
[0054] A controller 10 is provided to control the com-
pressor 110, indoor expansion valve 140, outdoor ex-
pansion valve 150, switching unit 190, first bypass valve
177 and second bypass valve 179 in accordance with an
operation mode and a cooling or heating load.
[0055] In the general cooling mode, the controller 10
controls the switching unit 190 to connect the compressor
110 and second gas line 173, and to connect the first gas
line 172 and gas-liquid separator 160, adjusts the open-
ing degree of the indoor expansion valve 140 for expan-
sion of refrigerant, completely opens the outdoor expan-
sion valve 150, controls the compressor 110 to operate
in a normal operation speed range, closes the first bypass
valve 177, and closes the second bypass valve 179.
[0056] In the low-load cooling mode, the controller 10
controls the switching unit 190 to connect the compressor
110 and second gas line 173, and to connect the first gas
line 172 and gas-liquid separator 160, adjusts the open-
ing degree of the indoor expansion valve 140 for expan-
sion of refrigerant, completely opens the outdoor expan-
sion valve 150, controls the compressor 110 to operate
at a minimum operation speed, opens the first bypass
valve 177, and closes the second bypass valve 179.
[0057] In the high-load cooling mode, the controller 10
controls the switching unit 190 to connect the compressor
110 and second gas line 173, and to connect the first gas
line 172 and gas-liquid separator 160, adjusts the open-
ing degree of the indoor expansion valve 140 for expan-
sion of refrigerant, completely opens the outdoor expan-
sion valve 150, controls the compressor 110 to operate
at a maximum operation speed, closes the first bypass
valve 177, and opens the second bypass valve 179.
[0058] In the general heating mode, the controller 10
controls the switching unit 190 to connect the compressor
110 and first gas line 172, and to connect the second gas
line 172 and gas-liquid separator 160, completely opens
the indoor expansion valve 140, adjusts the opening de-

gree of the outdoor expansion valve 150 for expansion
of refrigerant, controls the compressor 110 to operate in
the normal operation speed range, closes the first bypass
valve 177, and closes the second bypass valve 179.
[0059] In the low-load heating mode, the controller 10
controls the switching unit 190 to connect the compressor
110 and first gas line 172, and to connect the second gas
line 173 and gas-liquid separator 160, completely opens
the indoor expansion valve 140, adjusts the opening de-
gree of the outdoor expansion valve 150 for expansion
of refrigerant, controls the compressor 110 to operate at
a minimum operation speed, opens the first bypass valve
177, and closes the second bypass valve 179.
[0060] In the high-load heating mode, the controller 10
controls the switching unit 190 to connect the compressor
110 and first gas line 172, and to connect the second gas
line 173 and gas-liquid separator 160, completely opens
the indoor expansion valve 140, adjusts the opening de-
gree of the outdoor expansion valve 150 for expansion
of refrigerant, controls the compressor 110 to operate at
a maximum operation speed, closes the first bypass
valve 177, and opens the second bypass valve 179.
[0061] In the illustrated embodiment, the operation
mode of the air conditioner includes a front-part defrost-
ing mode, a lower-part defrosting mode and an upper-
part defrosting mode, in addition to the general cooling
mode, low-load cooling mode, high-load cooling mode,
general heating mode, low-load heating mode and high-
load heating mode.
[0062] The defrosting modes are operation modes for
removing frost from the main outdoor heat exchanger
131 and/or sub outdoor heat exchanger 132 through con-
densation of refrigerant. In the front-part defrosting mode,
frost is removed from the main outdoor heat exchanger
131 and the sub outdoor heat exchanger 132 through
condensation of refrigerant. In the lower-part defrosting
mode, frost is removed from the sub outdoor heat ex-
changer 132 through condensation of refrigerant. In the
upper-part defrosting mode, frost is removed from the
main outdoor heat exchanger 131 through condensation
of refrigerant.
[0063] Flow of refrigerant in the front-part defrosting
mode is the same as flow of refrigerant in the high-load
cooling mode. Flow of refrigerant in the lower-part de-
frosting mode is the same as flow of refrigerant in the
low-load cooling mode. Flow of refrigerant in the upper-
part defrosting mode is the same as flow of refrigerant in
the low-load cooling mode. In the above-described and
following descriptions, the high-load cooling mode cor-
responds to the front-part defrosting mode, the low-load
heating mode corresponds to the lower-part defrosting
mode, and the low-load cooling mode corresponds to the
upper-part defrosting mode.
[0064] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating flow of refrigerant
in the general cooling mode in the air condition according
to the illustrated embodiment of the present invention.
[0065] In the general cooling mode, refrigerant com-
pressed in the compressor 110 is fed to the switching
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unit 190. In the general cooling mode, the switching unit
190 connects the compressor 110 and second gas line
173. In this state, the second bypass valve 179 is in a
closed state and, as such, refrigerant fed to the switching
unit 190 is fed to the main outdoor heat exchanger 131
via the second gas line 173.
[0066] The refrigerant fed to the main outdoor heat ex-
changer 131 is condensed through heat exchange there-
of with outdoor air. In the general cooling mode, the out-
door expansion valve 150 is completely opened and, as
such, refrigerant condensed in the main outdoor heat ex-
changer 131 is fed to the liquid line 171 via the outdoor
expansion valve 150. In the general cooling mode, the
first bypass valve 177 and the second bypass valve 179
are closed and, as such, refrigerant fed to the liquid line
171 is fed to the indoor expansion valve 140.
[0067] The refrigerant fed to the indoor expansion
valve 140 is expanded. The refrigerant expanded by the
indoor expansion valve 140 is fed to the indoor heat ex-
changer 120 and, as such, is evaporated through heat
exchange thereof with indoor air. The refrigerant evapo-
rated in the indoor heat exchanger 120 is fed to the first
gas line 172. In the general cooling mode, the first bypass
valve 177 is in a closed state and, as such, the refrigerant
fed to the first gas line 172 is fed to the switching unit 190.
[0068] In the general cooling mode, the switching unit
190 connects the first gas line 172 and gas-liquid sepa-
rator 160. Accordingly, the refrigerant fed to the switching
unit 190 is separated into gas-phase refrigerant and liq-
uid-phase refrigerant. The gas-phase refrigerant sepa-
rated in the gas-liquid separator 160 is introduced into
the compressor 110 and, as such, is compressed.
[0069] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating flow of refrigerant
in the low-load cooling mode in the air conditioner ac-
cording to the illustrated embodiment.
[0070] In the low-load cooling mode, refrigerant com-
pressed in the compressor 110 is fed to the switching
unit 190. In the low-load cooling mode, the switching unit
190 connects the compressor 110 and second gas line
173. In this state, the second bypass valve 179 is in a
closed state and, as such, refrigerant fed to the switching
unit 190 is fed to the main outdoor heat exchanger 131
via the second gas line 173.
[0071] The refrigerant fed to the main outdoor heat ex-
changer 131 is condensed through heat exchange there-
of with outdoor air. In the low-load cooling mode, the out-
door expansion valve 150 is completely opened and, as
such, refrigerant condensed in the main outdoor heat ex-
changer 131 is fed to the liquid line 171 via the outdoor
expansion valve 150. In the low-load cooling mode, the
first bypass valve 177 is opened and, as such, a portion
of refrigerant fed to the liquid line 171 is fed to the indoor
expansion valve 140. The remaining portion of the refrig-
erant is fed to the liquid branch line 176.
[0072] The refrigerant fed to the liquid branch line 176
is expanded by the capillary tube 178, and is then fed to
the sub outdoor heat exchanger 132. The refrigerant fed
to the sub outdoor heat exchanger 132 is evaporated

through heat exchange thereof with outdoor air. In the
low-load cooling mode, the second bypass valve 179 is
closed, and the first bypass valve 177 is opened. Accord-
ingly, the refrigerant evaporated in the sub outdoor heat
exchanger 132 is fed to the first bypass line 174.
[0073] Meanwhile, the refrigerant fed to the indoor ex-
pansion valve 140 is expanded. The refrigerant expand-
ed by the indoor expansion valve 140 is fed to the indoor
heat exchanger 120 and, as such, is evaporated through
heat exchange thereof with indoor air. The refrigerant
evaporated in the indoor heat exchanger 120 is fed to
the first gas line 172. In the low-load cooling mode, the
first bypass valve 177 is in an opened state and, as such,
the refrigerant fed to the first gas line 172 is fed to the
switching unit 190 after being joined with refrigerant fed
to the first bypass line 174.
[0074] In the low-load cooling mode, the switching unit
190 connects the first gas line 172 and gas-liquid sepa-
rator 160. Accordingly, the refrigerant fed to the switching
unit 190 is separated into gas-phase refrigerant and liq-
uid-phase refrigerant. The gas-phase refrigerant sepa-
rated in the gas-liquid separator 160 is introduced into
the compressor 110 and, as such, is compressed.
[0075] The above description given of the low-load
cooling mode is also applied to the upper-part defrosting
mode. In the upper-part defrosting mode, the main out-
door heat exchanger 131 condenses refrigerant, thereby
removing frost.
[0076] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating flow of refrigerant
in the high-load cooling mode in the air conditioner ac-
cording to the illustrated embodiment.
[0077] In the high-load cooling mode, refrigerant com-
pressed in the compressor 110 is fed to the switching
unit 190. In the high-load cooling mode, the switching
unit 190 connects the compressor 110 and second gas
line 173 and, as such, refrigerant fed to the switching unit
190 is fed to the second gas line 173. In the high-load
cooling mode, the second bypass valve 179 is opened
and, as such, a portion of refrigerant fed to the second
gas line 173 is fed to the main outdoor heat exchanger
131. The remaining portion of the refrigerant is fed to the
second bypass line 175.
[0078] In the high-load cooling mode, the first bypass
valve 177 is in a closed state and, as such, refrigerant
fed to the second bypass line 175 is fed to the sub outdoor
heat exchanger 132. The refrigerant fed to the sub out-
door heat exchanger 132 is condensed through heat ex-
change thereof with outdoor air. The refrigerant con-
densed in the sub outdoor heat exchanger 132 is fed to
the liquid branch line 176 after being expanded by the
capillary tube 178.
[0079] Meanwhile, the refrigerant fed to the main out-
door heat exchanger 131 is condensed through heat ex-
change thereof with outdoor air. In the high-load cooling
mode, the outdoor expansion valve 150 is completely
opened and, as such, the refrigerant condensed in the
main outdoor heat exchanger 131 is fed to the liquid line
171 after passing through the outdoor expansion valve
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150. The refrigerant fed to the liquid line 171 is fed to the
indoor expansion valve 140 after being joined with refrig-
erant fed to the liquid branch line 176.
[0080] The refrigerant fed to the indoor expansion
valve 140 is expanded. The refrigerant expanded by the
indoor expansion valve 140 is fed to the indoor heat ex-
changer 120, and is then evaporated through heat ex-
change thereof with indoor air. The refrigerant evaporat-
ed in the indoor heat exchanger 120 is fed to the first gas
line 172. In the high-load cooling mode, the first bypass
valve 177 is in a closed state and, as such, the refrigerant
fed to the first gas line 172 is fed to the switching unit 190.
[0081] In the high-load cooling mode, the switching unit
190 connects the first gas line 172 and gas-liquid sepa-
rator 160 and, as such, the refrigerant fed to the switching
unit 190 is fed to the gas-liquid separator 160. The re-
frigerant fed to the gas-liquid separator 160 is separated
into gas-phase refrigerant and liquid-phase refrigerant.
The gas-phase refrigerant separated by the gas-liquid
separator 160 is introduced into the compressor 110 and,
as such, is compressed.
[0082] The above description given of the high-load
cooling mode is also applied to the front-part defrosting
mode. In the front-part defrosting mode, the main outdoor
heat exchanger 131 and sub outdoor heat exchanger
132 condense refrigerant, thereby removing frost.
[0083] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating flow of refrigerant
in the general heating mode in the air condition according
to the illustrated embodiment of the present invention.
[0084] In the general heating mode, refrigerant com-
pressed in the compressor 110 is fed to the switching
unit 190. In the general heating mode, the switching unit
190 connects the compressor 110 and first gas line 173.
In this state, the second bypass valve 179 is in a closed
state and, as such, refrigerant fed to the switching unit
190 is fed to the indoor heat exchanger 120 via the first
gas line 172.
[0085] The refrigerant fed to the indoor heat exchanger
120 is condensed through heat exchange thereof with
indoor air. In the general heating mode, the indoor ex-
pansion valve 140 is completely opened and, as such,
refrigerant condensed in the indoor heat exchanger 120
is fed to the liquid line 171 via the indoor expansion valve
140. In the general heating mode, the first bypass valve
177 and the second bypass valve 179 are closed and,
as such, refrigerant fed to the liquid line 171 is fed to the
outdoor expansion valve 150.
[0086] The refrigerant fed to the outdoor expansion
valve 150 is expanded. The refrigerant expanded by the
outdoor expansion valve 150 is fed to the main outdoor
heat exchanger 131 and, as such, is evaporated through
heat exchange thereof with outdoor air. The refrigerant
evaporated in the main outdoor heat exchanger 131 is
fed to the second gas line 173. In the general heating
mode, the second bypass valve 179 is in a closed state
and, as such, the refrigerant fed to the second gas line
173 is fed to the switching unit 190.
[0087] In the general heating mode, the switching unit

190 connects the second gas line 173 and gas-liquid sep-
arator 160. Accordingly, the refrigerant fed to the switch-
ing unit 190 is separated into gas-phase refrigerant and
liquid-phase refrigerant. The gas-phase refrigerant sep-
arated in the gas-liquid separator 160 is introduced into
the compressor 110 and, as such, is compressed.
[0088] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating flow of refrigerant
in the low-load heating mode in the air conditioner ac-
cording to the illustrated embodiment.
[0089] In the low-load heating mode, refrigerant com-
pressed in the compressor 110 is fed to the switching
unit 190. In the low-load heating mode, the switching unit
190 connects the compressor 110 and first gas line 172
and, as such, the refrigerant fed to the switching unit 190
is fed to the first gas line 172. In the low-load heating
mode, the first bypass valve 177 is opened and, as such,
a portion of the refrigerant fed to the first gas line 172 is
fed to the indoor heat exchanger 120, and the remaining
portion of the refrigerant is fed to the first bypass line 174.
[0090] In the low-load heating mode, the second by-
pass valve 179 is in a closed state and, as such, the
refrigerant fed to the first bypass line 174 is fed to the
sub outdoor heat exchanger 132. The refrigerant fed to
the sub outdoor heat exchanger 132 is condensed
through heat exchange thereof with outdoor air. The re-
frigerant condensed in the sub outdoor heat exchanger
132 is fed to the liquid branch line 176 after being ex-
panded by the capillary tube 178.
[0091] Meanwhile, the refrigerant fed to the indoor heat
exchanger 120 is condensed through heat exchange
thereof with indoor air. In the low-load heating mode, the
indoor expansion valve 140 is completely opened and,
as such, refrigerant condensed in the indoor heat ex-
changer 120 is fed to the liquid line 171 via the indoor
expansion valve 140. The refrigerant fed to the liquid
branch line 176 is fed to the outdoor expansion valve 150
after being joined with refrigerant fed to the liquid branch
line 176.
[0092] The refrigerant fed to the indoor expansion
valve 140 is expanded. The refrigerant expanded by the
indoor expansion valve 140 is fed to the main outdoor
heat exchanger 131 and, as such, is evaporated through
heat exchange thereof with outdoor air. The refrigerant
evaporated in the main outdoor heat exchanger 131 is
fed to the second gas line 173. In the low-load heating
mode, the second bypass valve 179 is in a closed state
and, as such, the refrigerant fed to the second gas line
173 is fed to the switching unit 190.
[0093] In the low-load heating mode, the switching unit
190 connects the second gas line 172 and gas-liquid sep-
arator 160. Accordingly, the refrigerant fed to the switch-
ing unit 190 is separated into gas-phase refrigerant and
liquid-phase refrigerant. The gas-phase refrigerant sep-
arated in the gas-liquid separator 160 is introduced into
the compressor 110 and, as such, is compressed.
[0094] In the low-load heating mode, the sub outdoor
heat exchanger 132 condenses refrigerant, thereby heat-
ing outdoor air. The main outdoor heat exchanger 131
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exchanges heat with outdoor air heated by the sub out-
door heat exchanger 132 and, as such, heating perform-
ance and efficiency are enhanced.
[0095] The above description given of the low-load
heating mode is also applied to the lower-part defrosting
mode. In the lower-part defrosting mode, the main out-
door heat exchanger 131 condenses refrigerant, thereby
removing frost. In the lower-part defrosting mode, the
indoor heat exchanger 120 condenses refrigerant, there-
by heating indoor air. Accordingly, continuous heating
may be achieved.
[0096] FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating flow of refrigerant
in the high-load heating mode in the air condition accord-
ing to the illustrated embodiment of the present invention.
[0097] In the high-load heating mode, refrigerant com-
pressed in the compressor 110 is fed to the switching
unit 190. In the high-load heating mode, the switching
unit 190 connects the compressor 110 and first gas line
173. In this state, the second bypass valve 179 is in a
closed state and, as such, refrigerant fed to the switching
unit 190 is fed to the indoor heat exchanger 120 via the
first gas line 172.
[0098] The refrigerant fed to the indoor heat exchanger
120 is condensed through heat exchange thereof with
indoor air. In the high-load heating mode, the indoor ex-
pansion valve 140 is completely opened and, as such,
refrigerant condensed in the indoor heat exchanger 120
is fed to the liquid line 171 via the indoor expansion valve
140.
[0099] In the high-load heating mode, the first bypass
valve 177 is opened, and the second bypass valve 179
is closed, and, as such, a portion of the refrigerant fed to
the liquid line 171 is fed to the outdoor expansion valve
150, and the remaining portion of the refrigerant is fed to
the liquid branch line 176.
[0100] The refrigerant fed to the liquid branch line 176
is expanded by the capillary tube 178, and is then fed to
the sub outdoor heat exchanger 132. The refrigerant fed
to the sub outdoor heat exchanger 132 is evaporated
through heat exchanger thereof with outdoor air. In the
high-load cooling mode, the first bypass valve 177 is
closed, and the second bypass valve 179 is opened. Ac-
cordingly, the refrigerant evaporated in the sub outdoor
heat exchanger 132 is fed to the second bypass line 175.
[0101] Meanwhile, the refrigerant fed to the outdoor
expansion valve 150 is expanded. The refrigerant ex-
panded by the outdoor expansion valve 150 is fed to the
main outdoor heat exchanger 131 and, as such, is evap-
orated through heat exchange thereof with outdoor air.
The refrigerant evaporated in the main outdoor heat ex-
changer 131 is fed to the second gas line 173. The re-
frigerant fed to the second gas line 173 is fed to the
switching unit 190 after being joined with the refrigerant
fed to the second bypass line 175.
[0102] In the high-load heating mode, the switching
unit 190 connects the second gas line 173 and gas-liquid
separator 160. Accordingly, the refrigerant fed to the
switching unit 190 is fed to the gas-liquid separator 160.

The refrigerant fed to the gas-liquid separator 160 is sep-
arated into gas-phase refrigerant and liquid-phase refrig-
erant. The gas-phase refrigerant separated in the gas-
liquid separator 160 is introduced into the compressor
110 and, as such, is compressed.
[0103] In accordance with the air conditioner of the
present invention, one or more of the following effects
are provided.
[0104] First, there is an advantage in that the outdoor
heat exchanger is divided into two or more outdoor heat
exchangers and, as such, may operate even in a low
cooling or heating load.
[0105] Second, all the divided outdoor heat exchang-
ers can be operated at a maximum load and, as such,
an enhancement in efficiency may be achieved.
[0106] Third, refrigerant bypassed to cope with a min-
imum load is controlled through a normal cycle and, as
such, the cycle may be stabilized, and an enhancement
in reliability may be achieved.
[0107] Fourth, there may be an advantage in that, in a
heating mode for a minimum load, refrigerant is con-
densed in a portion of the outdoor heat exchanger and,
as such, an enhancement in efficiency may be achieved.
[0108] Fifth, there may be an advantage in that defrost-
ing mode may be carried out in various manners.
[0109] Effects of the present invention are not limited
to the above-described effects. Other effects not yet de-
scribed may be clearly understood by those skilled in the
art from the accompanying claims.
[0110] Although the preferred embodiments of the
present invention have been disclosed for illustrative pur-
poses, those skilled in the art will appreciate that various
modifications, additions and substitutions are possible,
without departing from the scope and spirit of the inven-
tion as disclosed in the accompanying claims. In addition,
such modifications, additions and substitutions should
not be separately determined based on the technical idea
or prospect of the present invention.

Claims

1. An air conditioner comprising:

a compressor (110) for compressing refrigerant;
a main outdoor heat exchanger (131) installed
in an outdoor space, to perform heat exchange
between outdoor air and refrigerant;
an indoor heat exchanger (120) installed in an
indoor space, to perform heat exchange be-
tween indoor air and refrigerant;
a switching unit (190) for guiding the refrigerant
discharged from the compressor (110) to the
main outdoor heat exchanger (131) in a cooling
mode and for guiding the refrigerant discharged
from the compressor (110) to the indoor heat
exchanger (120) in a heating mode; and
a sub outdoor heat exchanger (132) connected,
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at one end thereof, between the main outdoor
heat exchanger (131) and the indoor heat ex-
changer (120) and connected, at the other end
thereof, between the switching unit (190) and
the indoor heat exchanger (120), to perform heat
exchange between outdoor air and refrigerant.

2. The air conditioner according to claim 1, further com-
prising:

a liquid line (171) for connecting the main out-
door heat exchanger (131) and the indoor heat
exchanger (120);
a liquid branch line (176) branched from the liq-
uid line (171), and connected to the sub outdoor
heat exchanger (132);
a first gas line (172) for connecting the indoor
heat exchanger (120) and the switching unit
(190);
a first bypass line (174) branched from the first
gas line (172), and connected to the sub outdoor
heat exchanger (132); and
a first bypass valve (177) provided at the first
bypass line (174), to adjust flow of refrigerant.

3. The air conditioner according to claim 2, wherein:

the first bypass valve (177) is opened in a low-
load cooling mode, the low-load cooling mode
being suitable for a low cooling load; and
the first bypass valve (177) is opened in a low-
load heating mode, the low-load heating mode
being suitable for a low heating load.

4. The air conditioner according to one of claims 1 to
3, wherein the other end of the sub outdoor heat
exchanger (132) is connected between the switching
unit (190) and the main outdoor heat exchanger
(131).

5. The air conditioner according to claim 4, further com-
prising:

a second gas line (173) for connecting the main
outdoor heat exchanger (131) and the switching
unit (190);
a second bypass line (175) branched from the
second gas line (173), and connected to the sub
outdoor heat exchanger (132); and
a second bypass valve (179) provided at the
second bypass line (175), to adjust flow of re-
frigerant.

6. The air conditioner according to claim 5, wherein:

the second bypass valve (179) is opened in a
high-load cooling mode, the high-load cooling
mode being suitable for a high cooling load; and

the second bypass valve (179) is opened in a
high-load heating mode, the high-load heating
mode being suitable for a high heating load.
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